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FASSE FILTERS
Th e y

e x t r a c t

Founded as an industrial stitching
company in1964, the FASSE
Industrietextilien GmbH now rates
among the most innovative
manufacturers and leading fullpackage providers in the area of
filter technologies. Competent
consultancy, uncompromising
quality and on-schedule delivery
100% of the time make us a
highly valued partner – for enterprises and the environment alike.

“A goodenough fit” doesn’t
suit us at all
…and we don’t satisfy ourselves
with “can’t-be-dones”: FASSE
Filters are custom-manufactured
with highest precision – in accordance with designs, customer
specifications and parameters
defined on-site. This way you
can be sure to get exactly the product you asked for. Individually
designed for your application.
Look for uniform goods elsewhere.

Quality –
higher than
its price
High-quality materials and stateof-the-art processing technology
make our filters as valuable as
they are cost-efficient. Whether
they are stitched, welded or glued,
two things always go into making
them: know-how and the experience of our employees. No wonder some enterprises have been
our customers for over 40 years.
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Always quick
but never on the
quick
We don’t disappear at the end of
the production process. Assembly,
maintenance and disassembly are
just as much a part of the services
we offer as are physical, chemical
and optical analyses. And in the
case of a breakdown, our hotline,
on-the-spot manufacturing and
immediate delivery reduce reaction
and down time.
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NO MORE FUSS ABOUT DUST
Fi l t r a t i o n
So nothing
takes an airing

s y s t e m s
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In the course of process-technical
consultation we determine the
ideal filter medium and design for
your own specific conditions of use.
We make decisions about materials and accessories in precise
correspondence to mechanical,
physical and chemical strain
which will win you over with
impressive price vs. performance.

We focus on
inner values

Filter media for
vibratory and reverse
flow dedusting

Filter envelopes
for all types
of dedusting

Multi envelopes
for all types of
dedusting

Filter hoses for
filters with pulse-jet
dedusting

For example with a loop jacket

With sewn-in cord, a sewn-on

Made of woven fabric, non-

With snap ring and double-

for bar suspension as well as

felt gasket ring or oval snap

wovens and needle felt with

beaded gaskets, steel ring or

bell or lid suspension on top and

rings suitable for all filter

frames glued or sewn in.

felt gasket at the head for the

cutting edge, jacket, string jacket

systems.

Ready to install with inserted

seal on the perforated plate.

wire or foam spacers.

FASSE Industrietextilien also

Good advise
at the very
start
Do you raise lots of dust at your
enterprise too? That needn’t be.
FASSE has fresh ideas for
clean air.

or snap ring at the bottom.

The perfect
product takes
center stage
Not until all components of a
filter harmonize completely can it
achieve optimal performance in
terms of efficiency, lifetime and
profitability. Filter media by FASSE
are the perfect choice.

We manufacture filter envelopes
and hoses in every design and
dimension – suitable for all dedusting and fastening systems.
Whether you want single-unit,
small-series or high-volume
production, the entire range of
fibers and fittings available on
the market is at your disposal.
And that includes filter cages,
snap rings, frames and other
fittings.

Matching accessories such as

supplies matching filter cages,

bells, band clamp fittings and

pressurized air tanks, valves,

spring suspensions are included

replacement parts and other

in the package.

accessories.

A NEAT AFFAIR
W h a t

r e m a i n s :

s a t i s f i e d
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Our recipe for customer loyalty
is simple: quality. We guarantee
it through consistent implementation of our internal quality
management system and constant
control by independent testing
institutes.

For this reason more and more renowned plant construction firms
and operators are using our products successfully. For example in the
following sectors:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foodstuffs and animal feed Industries
Chemical and pharmaceutical Industries
Power plants and energy technology
Wood and metal processing
Metallurgy (for ex. steelworks and foundries)
Cement works, non-metallic minerals
Waste incineration plants
Recycling and conditioning

USBAGs
S o

n o t h i n g

Whoever uses filters must also
dispose of filter dust. To make
storing and transporting it more
economic – and because service
from one source is always the
best – we have manufactured
FiBCs (Big Bags) since 1985
under the brand name USBAGs.
This flexible type of container is
the ideal logistics solution for all
bulk goods.

We take
the “pre” out of
manufactured
FiBCs are produced by us, not imported. Few German enterprises
can make this claim. Instead of
off-the-shelf products you get
custom-tailored bulk goods containers which optimally match
your needs – highest quality at
absolutely competitive prices

We take
the dread out
of deadlines
With our wide range of standard
sizes in countless designs we
fulfill customers’ wishes on an
extremely short-term basis.
Thanks to flexible production
capacities we don’t burst at
the seams when urgent orders
come in or stitch them together
hastily.

g e t s

l o s t

We are big
on small
quantities too
For us, “need-based” refers to
number of units as well. There is
no such thing as a minimum order.
If you only require ten FiBCs, that’s
what you’ll get (several thousand
too, of course). And should you
desire an individual sample for
operational testing – no problem
there either.

WITH US YOU CAN POCKET EVERYTHING
Flexible bulk goods containers made to measure

Bigger. Better.
USBAGs.

All-inclusive.
Clear to go.

Simply practical

Surprisingly
versatile

USBAGs are a wise choice.
We manufacture custom-tailored
FiBCs with professional expertise,
drawing on years of experience in
this industrial sector. The result?
Containers ideally suited for easy
filling, space-saving storage,
metered draining and economic
transport of bulk goods and freeflowing filtrates. For taxing work
made easy – completely dust-free
and without loss of material.

The right product line for any demand; for any problem the suitable
special solution. Whether you opt
for the economic basic version for
free-flowing substances, a version
with a sewn gasket seal for fine
particulates or aluminum or PE
lining for protection against environmental influences, as far as
material, dimensions and fittings
go, USBAGs are only beholden to

Standard
FiBCs

FiBCs for
ex-protected areas

In basic dimensions ranging

Made of conductive tissue,

from 70 cm to 125 cm available

threads and belts. Maximum

in any height. Open on the top

operational safety is ensured.

with a skirt or a filling spout.

Of course also available in UN

Closed on the bottom, with

design for hazardous materials.

double base or faucet. 1-point,
2-point, 4-point or 2-canal suspension.

Foodstuff
FiBCs

Special issue
FiBCs
For example, filter FiBCs made
of sieve fabric, multi-layer or
membrane fabrics. Thus a pro-

Made of neutral-to-taste and

duct in the FiBC can react with

odorless pure polypropylene

the gas flowing through.

fabric. Also available with PE-

Of course also available in elec-

HD-, OPP/PA/PE- or aluminum

trically conductive design or in

bond lining. The tissue and

compliance with LmBG (German

lining comply with LmBG

Food and Commodity Goods

(German Food and Commodity

Law).

Goods Law). FDA (Food and
Drug Administration) regulations
are also adhered to.

one benchmark: their application.
Thus you can wrap things up and
rest easy.

Leakproof
it is!
Something you
can count on
Good to know for sure: USBAGs
are subjected to ongoing quality
control by independent testing
institutes. The FiBCs tested in
accordance with DIN EN 21898,
which boast up to eight-fold loadbearing capacity (SF 8:1), meet

even the toughest demands.
Our quality assurance program is
accredited by the Federal Institute
for Materials Research and
Testing (BAM). UN-FiBCs comply
with regulations on carriage of
dangerous goods on road and
rail. No matter what you entrust
to our FiBCs, at FASSE Industrietextilien you can be sure nothing
will leak out.

WE CAN CUT IT
O n - s i t e

s e r v i c e
FASSE Industrietextilien is also on
the job for you beyond its plant
gates. We provide consultancy for
users when FiBCs are introduced
into operating processes, scrutinize
material flow concepts and electrostatic conditions under which
FiBCs are handled and are at

hand when problems arise in
the course of filling and emptying
tasks.
With service like this, word gets
around. Not only among customers who buy our filter products
but also among numerous enterprises which store bulk goods
ready for transport such as pellets
and granulates.
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G e r m a n y
Concept & Design by Andreas Maria Förster, D-Göttingen

Right in the middle of Germany
lies the production site of FASSE
Industrietextilien GmbH, readily
accessible by car and public transport. From here our customers in
Germany, Europe and other locations all around the globe are
within easy reach. And should
you want to visit us in picturesque
Solling, we invite you to drop in
for a good cup of “filter coffee.“

We have other
talents as well
We have not forgotten our roots
as an industrial stitching company.
What connects our product groups
FASSE-FILTER and USBAGs is still
the perfect seam. For this reason
we also sew tents, awnings, sails,
bags and much more. Thanks to
our state-of-the-art machine park,
in a flash at incredibly attractive
prices.

INDUSTRIETEXTILIEN GMBH

For more INFORMATION:

Grimmerfelder Straße 8
D-37170 Uslar
Telephone: +49(0)55 73/94 84-0
Telefax:
+49(0)55 73/94 84-44
E-Mail:
info@fasse.biz

www.fasse.biz

